**MOCB - MOLECULAR AND CELL BIOLOGY**

**MOCB608 Molecular and Cell Biology Seminar (1-2 Credits)**
Seminar in molecular and cell biology.
Repeaetable to: 5 credits if content differs.

**MOCB639 Advanced Cell Biology (3 Credits)**
Recent advances in key areas of modern cell biology.
Repeaetable to: 6 credits if content differs.

**MOCB699 Laboratory Rotation (2-3 Credits)**
Laboratory experience in molecular-cell biology.
Prerequisite: Permission of CMNS-Molecular & Cell Biology Program (MCB).
Restriction: Must be in one of the following programs (Cell Biology and Molecular Genetics (Doctoral); Cell Biology and Molecular Genetics (Master’s)).
Repeaetable to: 6 credits if content differs.

**MOCB708 Advanced Topics in Molecular and Cell Biology (1-4 Credits)**
Lectures, experimental courses, and other special instructions in various areas of molecular or cell biology.
Repeaetable to: 6 credits if content differs.

**MOCB898 Pre-Candidacy Research (1-8 Credits)**

**MOCB899 Doctoral Dissertation Research (1-8 Credits)**